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Difference Analogues of Quasi-Linear Elliptic Dirichlet

Problems with Mixed Derivatives*

By Robert S. Stepleman

Abstract. In this paper we consider a class of difference approximations to the Dirichlet

problem for second-order quasi-linear elliptic operators with mixed derivative terms. The

main result is that for this class of discretizations and bounded g (the right-hand side) a

solution to the difference equations exists. We also explicitly exhibit a discretization of this

type for a class of operators.

1. Introduction. In this paper we will be concerned with obtaining existence

results for solutions of nonlinear systems of n equations in n unknowns which arise

in a natural way from the study of the following problem. Let Q be an open, bounded,

and simply connected region in the plane, and let \f/\ <3Q —» 7c1. Then, find u E C2(fi) C\

C(ü) such that

,. „. Lu = gis, t, u, u„ ut),       (s, i) G Q,

u = t, is, t) E dQ,

where L is a second-order quasi-linear elliptic operator of the form

(1.1) Lu = Au.. + 2Bu„ + Cutt.

Here A, B, and C depend, in general, on s, t, u, u, and u„ but not on the second

derivatives.

To treat the problem (1.0), we use arbitrary consistent finite-difference approxima-

tions to the various derivatives, which yield nonlinear finite-dimensional operators of

"positive type"; this extends methods of discretizing linear elliptic partial-differential

equations so as to yield operators of positive type which have been studied by Motzkin

and Wasow [7], and Bramble and Hubbard [2], as well as others. By these discretiza-

tion methods, we obtain nonlinear systems of equations as approximations to (1.0);

and then apply fixed point techniques to these systems to show the solutions exist.

In doing this, we generalize several results of Bers [1]. We also extend a discretization

given by Bramble and Hubbard [2], which gives operators of positive type for linear

uniformly elliptic problems, to the largest class of quasi-linear elliptic problems for

which it gives operators of positive type. In doing this, we correct several errors in

Frank [4], which was an attempt to extend this discretization to all quasi-linear
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258 ROBERT S.  STEPLEMAN

uniformly elliptic problems. The problem of discretizing quasi-linear elliptic operators

to obtain operators of positive type has also been considered by McAllister [5], [6] ;

our results are in a broad sense generalizations of the results there.

2. Affine Operator-Valued Mappings. The main tool we will use in obtaining

our existence theorems for solutions to discretized versions of Dirichlet problems is

a result about affine operator-valued mappings. We now proceed to develop some

needed theory.

Definition 2.0. Let AiPZ —> PZ) be the set of affine operators mapping R" to PZ.

Define for all x, y E R" the mapping S by

(2.0) Six)y =  Aix)y + Bix)c,

where Aix) E L(RQ -> R"), B(x) E L(RV^ R"), and c E Rp. We call S an affine
operator-valued mapping and write 5 E Ä(Rq —» A(Ra —» R")).

Definition 2.1. Let S E Ä(Rq -+ A(Rq -+ R°)) be given by (2.0). We say S is
irreducibly diagonally dominant of positive type or I.D.D.P.T., if the matrix A(x)

is irreducibly diagonally dominant for all x E R" and the q X (q + p) matrix Q(x)

defined by

,2 js lQ(x)]¡j = [A(x)]jj,        », j è q,

=   [*(*)].■,, i g q, q +  1  g j < q + p,

satisfies [ö(x)]ti < 0, [ß(x)]„ = 0, j =¿ i, i = 1, • • • , q, j = 1, • • • , q + p for ail

x E R", and

(2.2) IteWL.I =    £    [ß(*)L,-,       í=l, •••,«?,
í-l;iVi

for ail x E Ra.

The next theorem is a generalization of results of Bers [1] and McAllister [6].

Theorem 2.2. Let S E ÄiR" -> AiR" -> RQ)) be given by (2.0). Assume that S is

I.D.D.P.T. and that there exists v E R" such that for all x E R"

(2.3) Six)v = e,

where e E R" is the vector with one in each component. Then, for all x E R", [Aix)]'1

exists and has nonpositive elements; that is

(2.4) lAix)]'1 = 0.

Moreover, the following inequalities hold uniformly for x E R"'

(2.5) ||[Aix)]'1 Bix)\U á 1,

and

(2.6) ||MWriU= IHU+ llclU,

where \\ W* is the l" operator norm.

Proof. Since the operator S is I.D.D.P.T., the matrix A(x) is irreducibly diagonally

dominant for each fixed x E R". From Collatz [3, p. 45], it follows that Aix) is

nonsingular and [Aix)]'1 g 0. Let x E 7?" be fixed but otherwise arbitrary and set

(2.7) Aix) = Dix) + Mix),
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where D(x) is the diagonal part of Aix). If we define

Atix) =  Dix) - el + Mix),        e > 0,

then we have

Ht^.Wr^WIU =  II17+ iDix) - el)'1 Mix)]'\Dix) - e7)-1.B(*)||„.

The diagonal dominance of S (i.e. (2.2)) implies that

||(D(*) - e7)_1A7U)|U < 1,        e > 0,

so that by Banach's lemma

(2 8) \\\Aix)Y1Bix)\\    <       IKfl(*)-«J)"fl(*)ll- e>0
(2.8) \\{Atix)\   Bix)\\„ S j _ ||(DW _ e/)-iM(;c)|U ,        e > 0.

Now,

ll/r,/  \ r\-l nr  Ml ¿^i-i  L"(-*-)J«/  ^-   , 2—ii-i \i*i_\.Aix)\jjWiDix) - el)   Bix)\\„ =  max .y',-  ^ 1 -  max ^ -f- ,

where the last ine4 uality follows from the diagonal dominance of S. Since

we have from (2.8)

Utii.Wr'flWII- < 1,       « > 0.

Letting e —=> 0 we obtain (2.5) uniformly for all x E RQ-

For y E R", we have the identity

(2.9) v = -[Aix)Y1Bix)c + [Aix)T1[Six)y].

Let v E R" satisfy (2.3). Since [Aix)]'1 = 0, it follows that

II» + [AixW'BixycW» = \\[A(.x)Tls(xyo\U = llt^wr1«!!-

Then, (2.6) follows from (2.5) and the observation that

ntiiwnu = iiuMr^iu.
Theorem 2.3. Let S satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2, and assume that Aix)

and B'x) are continuous functions ofx E R". Let F:R" -* R" be continuous on R" and

satisfy for all x E R", \\F(x)\\a = M < <». Then, there exists a solution to the

equation

(2.10) Six)x = Fix)

in the sphere

(2.11) S = {x E R'\ ||*||- = IHI- + (IMU + \\c\U)M}.

Proof. The Eq. (2.10) is equivalent to the fixed point problem: find x E R" so

that

(2.12) * =  -[Aix)y1Bix)c + [Aix)]-1 Fix) = P(x).
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From Theorem 2.2, it is clear T^S) C §■ Since P is continuous on S, the conclusion

follows by the Brouwer fixed point theorem.

3. The General Discrete Problem. We consider in this section the discrete

problem obtained from an arbitrary discretization of the boundary-value problem

of Section 1 for operators L that satisfy the following definition:

Definition 3.0. We say L of (1.1) is uniformly elliptic if there exists ct ^ c0 > 0

such that

(3.0)
cAn   + ft è  Ais, t, r, p, q)r? + 2Bis, t, r, p, q)VÇ + C(i, t, r, p, q)f

^ coiv   + ft,

for ail (s, t, r,p,q) £ Ö X R3 and rj, f real.

We assume that a square mesh of a side h is placed on Q and denote by Qk, the

intersections of all grid lines interior to Q, and number these Pu • • • , TV Set dfi*

to be the set of all intersections of grid lines with ôO, plus (possibly) any other finite

set of points on öQ, and number these TVn, • • • , Pu- Finally, putOk = Qk \J ¿)0A.

We approximate the various derivatives u„ ut, u,„ u,t, utt at each P¡ E Qk by

general linear combinations of w(T\) as u„ P¡ E Qk, that is

M M

(3.1) u.iPj) = £ «!;"¿.        "AP,) = E «<>«>.

and

(3.2) u.XPj) = E b\jUj,       u,tiPj) = ¿ b2jU¡,       UuiPj) = ¿ b3jUj.

The coefficients of the linear combinations will, in general, depend on h.

Using the approximations (3.1) and (3.2), we replace the boundary-value problem

of Section 1 by the system of equations

M MM

(3.3)        A¡ £ b\¡u¡ + 2B¡ £ b2,Uj + C, £ b3¡Uj = g¡,        i = I, ■■■ , N,
i-i i-i »-i

where A¡ = AiP¡, u¡, ¿2f-t a}/«/, E^-i fl2,Mi) ana" B¿> C¡, and g( are similarly defined.
Define the block matrices

H = iH!, • • ■ , HZ) , K = iKi, • • • , Kn) ,

where the superscript stands for transpose. Here,

77, =

0,

2
l_a,,n

,0, 1,0, ,0

2
>    ai.N.

K< =

0, ,0

Gi.N+l  , , ai.Jli

2 2
L.öi.iV+1 ,  ' ' '   , uí.Jif.

and the one in 77, appears in the z'th position. Denote by w the vector of boundary

values with components w¡ = u¡,j— N + 1, • • • , M, and define the affine operators

T¡: R" -» R3, i = 1, • • • , N, and T: RN -* 7t3JV by

(3.4)        T¿x = ffvx + Ktw,    i = l, ■■■ , N,        Tx = Hx + Kw.

Let Ö: RN -> 7vv be given by [#(x)l = gíT5,, r,x), i = I, ■■■ , N. Denote by
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Lk: R" -» LiR" -» RN), and Fk: RN -^ L(RM'N, RN), respectively, the matrix-valued

mappings defined by

[!»(*)]«, =  ¿(7\, 7»&î, + 2Z?(7\, TiX)b2j + C(7\, TiX)b3j,

i, j = 1, ••• , N, and

[F*(*)]„ =  ,4(7\-, TiX)b\,j+N + 2BiP¡, TiX)b\,j,N + CiPj, TiX)b3,j+N,

i= 1, • • • ,N,j = 1, • • • ,M — N. If we set x E 7?^ to be the vector with components

«,-,/= 1, • • • , N, then the system of equations (3.3) is given by

Lkix)x + Fkix)w = Gix).

Let us define Tk E Ä(RN -+ A(RN -^ RN)) by

(3.5) T„(v)z = Lkiy)z + Fkiy)w.

Then, (3.3) is equivalent to

(3.6) Tkix)x = Gix).

We now have the problem in a form where the results of the previous section

can be applied.

Definition 3.1. Let 8 stand for some first or second derivative operator,

8h(P): C(0) -> R1, for all P E Q- Then 8k is consistent with S if any u E C2(Q)

lim \8kiP)u - i8u)iP)\ = 0
»-•0

uniformly over Q.

Lemma 3.2. Let

LiU = Lu + dis, t, u, u„ u,)u. + eis, t, u, u„ u,)ut — fis, t, u, u„ u,)u,

where L is the uniformly elliptic operator given by (1.1) and

\dis, t, r, p, q)\ , \eis, t, r, p, q)\ ¿ e =  °° ,

fis, t, r, p, q) ^ 0,

uniformly onü X R3. Assume we discretize L, with consistent approximations to the

first and second derivatives. Then, there exists vk E RN such that for all h sufficiently

small

(3.7) rkix)vk â e

for all x E RN, and | \vk\ |„ is uniformly bounded in h. Here, of course, Tk is the operator

corresponding to the discretization of Lx.

Proof. Suppose, without loss of generality, that Q is included in the  strip

0 = s = k*. Let kis, t) = eß' - e" with ß = 2c/c0 and a > ßk*. Here, c0 is the

smaller constant of uniform ellipticity. Observe that, 1 — e" g kis, t) = 0. Define

vh E RN as the vector with components (vk)¡ = k(Pj), i = 1, • • • , TV, and note that

1 \vk\ |» Û ea — 1, uniformly in h. Now, choose x E RN arbitrary and calculate

[T»(*)C»L è [ß2AiPm, Tmx) + ßdiPm, Tj£jtfu + fiPm, Tmx)[ea - e""]

- \[rk(x)vk]m - [ß2A(Pn, Tmx) + ßd(Pm, TnX)]/"

- f(Pn, Tmx)[ea - eß"]\ .
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Here, Pm = (s,, r,). Since the approximations to the derivatives are consistent, we

have for all h sufficiently small, and P E Qk, that the last term in the above expression

does not exceed c2/c0. Then, since the sum of the first two terms is not smaller than

2c2/c0, we may conclude

[T»«fcL à c2/c0

for all Pm E Qk, and h sufficiently small. Thus, the vector vk = C(fik/c2 satisfies (3.7)

for all x E RN and ||d»||b = c0(ea - l)/c2.

The proof of the following existence theorem is immediate from Theorem 2.3

and Lemma 3.2.

Theorem 3.3. Consider the boundary-value problem of Section 1 for uniformly

elliptic Li instead of L. Assume we discretize Lx with consistent approximations to the

first and second derivatives. Assume further that the resulting operator Tk is I.D.D.P.T.

for all h sufficiently small, and in addition Lk, Fk and G are continuous functions of

x E R" for all h sufficiently small. Let g: 0 X 7?3 —> Rl satisfy \g(s, t, r, p, q)\ =

M < œ, uniformly onQ X R3. Then, for h sufficiently small the discrete analogue of

the boundary-value problem has a solution in the sphere

S =  {xERN\ \\x\U =  IklU + (2co[e" - l]/c2)M},

where a and c are defined in Lemma 3.2.

We have proved a result for a slightly more general operator than (3.6), because

it will be useful in the next section.

4. An I.D.D.P.T. Operator. In this section, it will be convenient to have a

doubly subscripted notation for the gridpoints as well as the singly subscripted

notation of the previous section. We effect this by the following procedure: number

the rows and columns of Qh from left to right, bottom to top, and denote by P¡ ¡ the

element in the z'th row and yth column. Then, any gridpoint may be represented in

the equivalent notation Pk or P(f.

For a linear uniformly elliptic operator L of the form

(4.0) Lu =  Ais, t)u„ + 2Bis, t)u„ + eis, t)u„,

Bramble and Hubbard [2] consider the discretization

/   \ tn   \    •    "< + l.i 2u¡¡ +■  Uj-i ,,■ .(a)    u.XPjj) = -ri- = u„iPjj),
n

(b)    UttiPij) = --2- = UniPji),

(4.1)
2      .       o2

(c)    k.((7\,) = a ^  sgn iBiP¡¡)) ß2
U-z.iPij)-2      ,      Q2   Us.iPjj)

a   + ß

a2 1
2     i     7¿2  UjiiPij)       ,

a   + ß J

where u¡ ¡ = t/(P,,) and

(a -jN „   er,   \ _ ui±ß.i+<< — 2«,-,- + "¿Tg.;-
V+-¿) uzi\lii)   — ,2,   2     ,      a2^

h (a   + ß )
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Here, a and ß are relatively prime integers that may be functions of the point P¡ ¡ and

in (4.2) we use the points Pi+^j+a, Pj_ßtj_a if B(Pi¡) §: 0 and the points Pi_pij+a,

?,+,.,_. if *(*»„)<().
Bramble and Hubbard [2] show that the discretization (4.1) always leads to a T\

which is I.D.D.P.T. Their main result that allows this conclusion can be summarized

as the following:

Theorem 4.0. Suppose L of(A.O) is uniformly elliptic and has continuous coefficients

Ais, i), Bis, t) and C(s, t) for is, t) E Q- Then, there exists constants k'0 and r¡ with

k'0 > 0, and 1 á r¡ < °= and a mapping y : Q —> (— oo, œ) such that for all is, t) EQ

A'is, t) =  Ais, t) - %&£ £ k'0,
y is, 0

(4.3) C'is, t) = Cis, t) - yis, t)B(s, t) = k'0,

B'is, t) = 72('',°+ 1 Bis, t) ^ 0.
2yis, t)

Moreover, y can be chosen so that \y(s, t)\ = a(s, t)/ß(s, t), where a(s, t) and ß(s, t)

are relatively prime integers satisfying

(4.4) ais, 0^1,       ßis, t) ú -n

for all (s, t) E Q-
It is easy to see why a result like Theorem 4.0 is important, because, if we substi-

tute the discretization (4.1) into (4.0), then the coefficients of the discretized operator

are just A', B' and C" of (4.3).

For quasi-linear uniformly elliptic operators, McAllister [6] showed that if the

coefficients of L satisfy the inequalities

,. 5) °°  > «i ^  Ais, t, r, p, q), Cis, t, r, p, q) ^ a0 > 0,

2 [Bis, t.r.p, q)[ < a0,

for all is, t, r, p, q) E & X R3, then the discretization (4.1) (a) and (b) and

(A 6) "2"-'(P<i) - «i+i.i+i — «¿+i.i — K.-.i+i + ",;,        BiPij) ^ 0,

- H<.i+i — «u — "i+i.,-i + h<-i,í,        BiPij) < 0,

gives rise to a Tk which is I.D.D.P.T. This is somewhat unsatisfactory, because of the

very restrictive nature of (4.5). Frank [4] attempted to overcome this restriction by

extending the Bramble and Hubbard discretization to all quasi-linear uniformly el-

liptic operators of the form (1.1). The tool Frank used for proving this, was the claim

that there exists a mapping y : 0 —> (— œ, oo) with all the properties of Theorem 4.0,

for L whose coefficients A, B and C depend on u,u, and ut as well as s and t. Unfortu-

nately, this is untrue. Consider the following uniformly elliptic operator:

(4.7) Lu = Í- + sin2 uju„ + - u„ + (- + cos2 u)u,t.

At (7r/2) we have    ■
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while at 0 we have

AiO) = \ < 5(0) = | < C(0) = |.

Thus, to satisfy an analogue of Theorem 4.0, y would have to be both strictly less

than one and strictly greater than one, an absurdity. We will show that an analogue

of Theorem 4.0 holds if and only if the coefficients of L satisfy the following condition:

u/r*  t\ -        ;^f       C(s, t, r, p, q)Wis, t) =      ini      ——--.
•4 g-, (r.B,«)6«' \Bis, t, r, p, q)\

. [Bjs, t, r, p, q)\ .     .
>      sup --"■ = wis, t)

(r.í,»)6fi*   Ais, t, r, p, q)

for all (s, t) E S.
If A, B, and C depend only on (s, t) E Q, then the condition follows as an im-

mediate consequence of uniform ellipticity. However, for the quasi-linear case, this

is not true, as (4.7) shows. What is always true, of course, is that for fixed (r, p, q) E R3

(a ça C(s, t, r, p, g) [Bjs, t,r,p, q)[

[Bis, t, r, p, q)[        Ais, t, r, p, q) '

Thus, what (4.8) demands is that the relative magnitude of the left- and right-hand

side of (4.9) do not vary "greatly" for fixed is, t) E Q- In the special case that B is

"small" (i.e. satisfies (4.5)) it is clear that (4.8) holds.

An analogue of Theorem 4.0 for quasi-linear L will now be proven.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose L is uniformly elliptic. Then there exist k'a > 0 and 1 ^

jj < », independent of is, t) E Q, and a mapping y. Q —► (0, oo) such that

.,,    .             v        .,    .             ,       \Bjs, t, r, p, q)\ ^    ,
A'is, t, r, p, q) =  Ais, t, r, p, q) — J-—-L ^ K,

y(s, t)

(4.10) C'is, t, r, p, q) = C{S, t, r, p, q) - yis, t) [Bis, t, r, p, q)[ = k'0,

B'is, t, r, p, q) = 7(^^ l [Bis, t, r, p, q)[ ^ 0,

for all is, t, r, p, q) E Q X R3, if and only if, (4.8) holds for all (s, t) E Q- Moreover, y
can be chosen as yis, t) = ais, t)/ßis, t), where ais, t) and ßis, t) are relatively prime

integers satisfying ais, 0=1, ß(s, 0 = V for all is, t) E Q, and yis, t) E (wis, t),

Wis, t)).

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume 77(5, /, r, p, q) ^ 0 for all (s, f) E Q-

Since (4.8) holds, and 0 is compact, we may choose

* „ W(s, t) - wjs
> Co [   ,0 < e* < min S   inf

l(«,i)eä

where c0 > 0 is the smaller constant of uniform ellipticity. If at a point (s0, t0) E Œ,

B(s0, to, r, p, q) ^ 0, then choose

(4.11) yis0, t0) E Ms0. ta) + e*. Wiso, t0) - €*].

Then,
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., ,       \Bjs0, t0, r, p, q)[        Ajsp, t0, r, p, <?)yfa, t0) — [Bjs0, ta, r, p, q)[
Aiso, to, r, p, q) — J-;-—-L =-—-1-l

y(so, to) yiso, to)

>  Ajsp, t0, r, p, q)e*

yiso, t0)

^ c0e*

WiSo, to) ~ e*

The first inequality follows from (4.11), while the second follows from (4.11), and

the uniform ellipticity of L. Assume next that

[Biso, to, r, p, q)[ < -
2iWisQ,to)- e*)

Then, it follows from (4.11) and uniform ellipticity that

C(s0, t0, r, p, q) — yis0, to) [Biso, t0, r, p, q)\ = c0/2.

If

JKSo'to'r'P'q) = 2iWiso,COto)-e*)'

then, by (4.11) and uniform ellipticity

Ciso, t0, r, p, q) — yiso, t0) [Bis0, t0, r, p, q)\ = -
2iWis0, to) - e*)

Now, it is clear there exists a 7: O —> (0, <») satisfying (4.10) for all (s, t, r, p, q) E

Ü X R3, where

(4.12) k'o=C^mm{l,   inf '*--} > 0.
2 l    (..oeü iWis, 0 — e*))

Wjs, t) - wjs, t)

Set

r = 2 min i  inf    "y"' ''  —'"K"' "' ,c0} — 2t
((t.l)SQ 2 )

By definition of «*, z > 0. If z 2: 1, then we may choose 77 = 1, since every interval

[w(s0, to) + «*, W(s0, to) — e*], (so, to) E Ö, will contain an integer. If z < I, then

choose an integer k such that 10~* < z; then, there exists an integer á(s0, t0) such that

&is0, fo)10~* G [wiso, to) + «*, W(s0, t0) - e*]. Thus, if we choose

(4.13)
.-& + .]

where [ ] means greatest integer, the "if proof of the theorem will follow, since if

ä(so, to) and 10* are not relatively prime, we may divide out the common factors

without changing (4.13).
If we assume there exists a 7 : Q —> (0, 00 ), such that (4.10) holds for all (s, t, r, p, q)

E Q X R3, then we have for B(s0, r0, r, p, q) ^ 0 that

,. ,-. C(so, to, r, p, q)        , [B(s0, t0, r, p, q)[
(4.14) 7—-TT — k ¿ yiso, t0) è   .,-;-T¡

[Biso, to, r, p, q)\ Aiso, t0, r, p, q) — k0
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where

(4.15) k = k'0/ct,

and cx is the larger constant of uniform ellipticity. This follows immediately, since

uniform ellipticity implies |77(.s, /, r, p, q)\ < cx for all (s, t, r, p, q) E Q X R3. Now,

(4.8) is a direct consequence of (4.14).

The next theorem, whose proof is analogous in the idea to that of Theorem 4.1,

gives necessary and sufficient conditions so that y(s, t) may be picked independent of

(s, t) E Q, as well as (/, p, q) E R3-

Theorem 4.2. Suppose L satisfies the hypothesis of the last theorem. Then, there

exist relatively prime integers a and ß with y(s, t) m a/ß for all (s, t) E Q, and a

constant k'0 > 0, so that (4.10) is satisfied for all is, t, r,p,q) EQ X R3, if and only if,

(4.16) W =    inf    Wis, t) >   sup   wis, t) = w.
(«.1)65 (s.t)€3

We now proceed to show that the discretization (4.1) applied to a uniformly

elliptic operator satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.1 yields an operator TA which

is I.D.D.P.T. We first need some preliminary definitions.

Definition A3. We call a mesh Qk connected, if given any two mesh points P,

and P¡ E Qk, then there exists a polygonal arc contained in Q which consists of

straight line segments of constant length h starting at P¡ and ending at P¡, each of

whose endpoints is in Qk.

Definition A.A. Suppose W(s, f) > wis, t) for all is, t) E Q. Choose ais, t) and ß(s, t)

by Theorem 4.1. We call a mesh regular, if given any point Pmn E Qh, then the points

Pm.»±u 7Jm±1,„, as well as the points Pmiß,n+a, and Pm±ß.,--a, are in Qk. Here a =

a(Pm,n) and ß = ß(Pm.X

If the mesh does not satisfy Definition 4.4, then it will be necessary to alter the

discretization at the nonregular points. This can be done as in Bramble and Hubbard

[2]. For example, suppose 7^+1.,- £¡E Q. Then there exists X < 1 such that P.+x.,- E 9Í2

and is on the line joining P¡¡ to P<+lli. We approximate

(4.17) u.XPjj) = | Iji-j «<_,.,. - l- «,,- + ̂ -^ «i+x.,-J •

If any of the other points are not in Qh similar formulas are used. For the first

derivatives similar redefinitions would, in general, be needed. Suppose we used the

central difference approximation

(4.18) u.iPjj) = »■'■"■'-»«-'•'.

Then, if P,+li, (£ Q we would define the new approximation

(A 19) u iP) = 'íi+±J^Uí±Ld.
K       } A  "] (X + l)h

Lemma 4.5. Let u E C2(D). Then the discretization

(4.20) u.,is, t)-j2 _   x+1-+    X(X + l) _
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is consistent. Here X = 1, ifuis + h, t) E Q', otherwise X = \h is the distance to the

boundary along the line t constant through is, i) E Q-

Proof. Since u E C2(0), we expand the right-hand side of (4.20) (i.e. (3»(î, t)u))

by the Taylor series. Then we obtain

\u„is, t) - i8kis, t)u)[ =
.             u,sjs — 81h, t) + ussjs + 62h, t)\

u„is, t)-
X+ 1

where 0 < 6U d2 < 1. Then noting that tt,s is uniformly continuous on Q, we have

lim [u..is, t) - i8kis, t)u)[ = 0
A-.0

uniformly over (s, t) E Q-

Similar reasoning shows that the other discretizations (4.1) (b) and (4.1) (c) are

consistent (when modified, where necessary, in a manner analogous to (4.20)).

Theorem 4.6. Suppose L is uniformly elliptic and (4.8) is satisfied for all (s, t) E Q-

Let a = a(P¡¡) and ß = ß(P{j) be chosen to satisfy Theorem 4.1. Suppose in addition

Qk is connected. If we discretize the second derivatives by (4.1) and the first derivatives

by any consistent discretization, then L yields a Th defined by (3.5), which is I.D.D.P.T.

Proof. For clarity, we prove the theorem only for the case Qk regular ; the modifica-

tions for a nonregular mesh are immediate. Choose y E RN- Then

h2[Thiy)x]k =  -2 iA'u + B'u + C,',-)*,,- + A'uixt+ui + **-i.#)

/-. ->,., ~r CijiXj.j+t + *,-,,-i) + Bijixi+ß.j+a + Xi-ß^-Z),   Bu ^ 0,

=  -2 iA'¡¡ + B\¡ + C'u)xu + AUixí+t., + x,-i,,)

+ CjjiXj,j+t + Xi,j-t) + Baixi+ß,j-a + x,-ß,j+a),   B¡¡ < 0.

Here,

A¡¡ —   Aj¡    - _  |",,'|,

(4.22) B\¡ =

a

\Bu\ |
aß

C¡j — Cjj        - \B¡j\,

where Au = AiP^, Tky), and Pk = Pu. Theorem 4.1 gives that A'a, C'u ^ k'0 > 0 for

all P,-,- E Qh, so that the sign relationship of Definition 2.1 is satisfied. Choose any

Pa and Pmn E Qh- By assumption, there exists a collection of endpoints satisfying

Definition 4.3. Since the coefficients of xi±1,, and xiij±l are all nonzero, we have

from a basic result of graph theory (see Varga [9, p. 20, Theorem 1.6]) that Lh(y) is

irreducible for all y E RN- That Lk(y) is in fact irreducibly diagonally dominant

follows from (4.21), since some point P¡,m E 552i and the x¡,m corresponding to it

is in w, the vector of boundary values. Thus,

N

\Lk(y)\a =     E    [Lkiy)]ti,       *= 1, ••• , N,

with strict inequality for some i. The inequality (2.2) follows immediately from (4.21).
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Since it is clear from (4.21) that Lk and Fh are continuous functions of x E R",

the last result and Lemma 4.5 imply that Theorem 3.3 holds for discretization (4.1).

However, we can obtain a more interesting result for this particular discretization;

that is, we can replace the requirement, [g(s, t,r,p,q)\ = M < oo , by the condition

ofBers[l].

Theorem 4.7. Suppose the hypothesis of Theorem 4.6 is satisfied. Moreover,

suppose A, B, and C £ C(0 X P3), and g E C(Ö X R3) satisfy

(4 23) [gpis, t, r, p, q)[, \gQis, t, r,p, q)\ g c <  oo ,

gris, t, r, p, q) = 0,

uniformly in Q X R3- Assume we discretize the first derivatives by central differences.

Then for h sufficiently small (3.6) has a solution.

Proof. We again prove the theorem for regular meshes; the nonregular case

requires only minor changes. We show this problem is equivalent to a problem which

satisfies Theorem 3.3. By the Mean Value Theorem

f G'i
Jo

(4.24) Tkix)x = G(0) +  /    G'i6Tx)Tx dd,
Jo

where G: R3N —> RN is defined by [Gix)]¡ = g(P¡, xZi_2, xZi_u x3i). Define the operator

T^GiiP^-^P^P^by

(4.25) Tk,1iy)x = LkAiy)x + Fk,1iy)w,

where

f G'iJo

FMW = Fkix)~   [   G'i8Tx)Kd6,
Jo

LkM) = Lkix) -   }    G'i8Tx)H dd,

(4.26)

and 77, K are the matrices in (3.4). Then to prove (3.6) has a solution we need only

show, by (4.24), that the equation

(4.27) Ta.iC*)* = G(0)

has a solution. However, with Pk m P.-,-, we have

[Tft.iOOxL   =   [?hiy)x]k  —  gk.rXij   — — gk.r,[xi + i,j  —  *,-l,,]

J-        r n
2/, Sk,q\Xi,j + l -X.-.i-ll,

where gk,r = JJ g,(Pk, 6Tky) d6; and gk,v, gk,Q are similarly defined. Hence, [gltP\,

\gk.„\ Ú c and gk,r ^ 0. Since A'{i, C'^ ^ k'0 > 0, we have from (4.21) and the result

that Tk is I.D.D.P.T. for h sufficiently small, that for h sufficiently small and

h < 2k'0/c, Tk,t is I.D.D.P.T. Then the existence of the solution follows from

Theorem 3.3, since ïk>1 is just the discretization of the operator
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LiU = Lu —   /    g„(s, t, du, du,, du,) ddu,
Jo

—   /   g,is, t, du, du,, du,) ddu, —   1    gris, t, du, du,, du,) ddu.
Jo Jo

Before we close we wish to point out that the results in this section as well as the

last depended heavily on L being uniformly elliptic. However, this assumption can

be changed to L elliptic without disturbing the results of this paper, if we are willing

to make the following stringent assumptions:

(a) Q is a convex Jordan region.

(b) -Jj satisfies the three-point condition on díl

(c) If 8k stands for the approximation to any second derivative and / is a linear

function, then 8k(P)l = 0 for all P E Qh, i.e. 8k is exact on linear functions.

(d) g(s, t, r, p, q) ss 0.

A proof of this result can be found in Stepleman [8].
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